2005 Highway Accomplishment Program, July 1, 2004 to June 30, 2005 by unknown
2005
Highway Accomplishment Program
(July 1, 2004 to June 30, 2005)
June 2,  2004Highway2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1
            ( 1) ADAIR
80 21100 IA 25 INTERCHANGE TO MADISON COUNTY - (EB) 11.0 90 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 2927
CULVERT EXTENSION 328
            ( 3) ALLAMAKEE
9 2280 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE AT 40 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 20
LANSING - IOWA SHARE
            ( 7) BLACK HAWK
57 14200 WEST 1ST ST IN CEDAR FALLS - 1.8 92 REBUILD GRADE AND PAVE 2500
STATE SHARE
281 1370 CO RD D-20 TO FAIRBANK IN 14.7 37 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 3500
BUCHANAN COUNTY
            ( 8) BOONE
30 6320 GREENE COUNTY TO 1.0 MILE WEST 11.2 29 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 4000
DES MOINES RIVER WEST OF BOONE
(EB & WB)
            ( 9) BREMER
63 6700 QUARTER SECTION RUN CREEK ON 98 MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 750
DENVER BYPASS WETLAND MITIGATION 100
RIGHT OF WAY 50
218 6800 NORTH OF WAVERLY BYPASS TO NA PRESERVE CULVERT EXTENSION 84
CHICKASAW COUNTY RIGHT OF WAY 3
            (10) BUCHANAN
150 5500 INDEPENDENCE TO FAYETTE 12.0 16 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 2200
COUNTY
            (12) BUTLER
57 2830 2.0 MILES EAST OF ACKLEY NA REBUILD CULVERT REPLACEMENT 802005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2
            (13) CALHOUN
20 2140 CAMP CREEK 4.2 MILES EAST OF 59 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 5
LYTTON
20 3150 PURGATORY CREEK 3.7 MILES 40 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 4
EAST OF ROCKWELL CITY
            (14) CARROLL
30 9950 IN CARROLL FROM 8TH STREET TO 1.3 69 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 730
0.3 MILE EAST OF GRANT ROAD
            (16) CEDAR
80 33700 JOHNSON COUNTY TO SCOTT 83 PRESERVE PATCHING 50
COUNTY
80 33100 CEDAR RIVER 0.9 MILE WEST OF 51 REBUILD BRIDGE REPLACEMENT 2990
WEST JCT IA 38 RIGHT OF WAY 10
            (17) CERRO GORDO
18 VENTURA INTERSECTION AT NA PRESERVE GRADE 250
CO RD S-14
18 I-35 TO US 65 (FOSSIL PARK) NA PRESERVE RIGHT OF WAY 40
65 5700 SPRING CREEK 2.9 MILES SOUTH 15 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 7
OF WORTH COUNTY
            (19) CHICKASAW
63 NEW HAMPTON BYPASS NA PRESERVE WETLAND MITIGATION 15
218 6560 BREMER COUNTY TO CHARLES CITY 8.5 92 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 1826
BY-PASS2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3
            (21) CLAY
18 21300 LITTLE SIOUX RIVER IN SPENCER 49 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 8
71 INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS AT NA MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 1850
11TH AVE SW IN SPENCER - STATE
SHARE
            (22) CLAYTON
18 7800 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE IN 80 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 20
MARQUETTE - IOWA SHARE
            (23) CLINTON
30 10900 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE IN 10 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 20
CLINTON - IOWA SHARE
61 13100 SCOTT COUNTY TO US 30 3.2 86 PRESERVE PAVEMENT PLANING 1031
136 9920 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE IN 68 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 25
CLINTON - IOWA SHARE
            (24) CRAWFORD
59 3810 SOUTH JCT IA 141 TO SOUTH 5.6 18 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1410
JCT US 30
59 8600 CC RR IN DENISON (SB) 49 PRESERVE BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY 268
                                                 (25)   DALLAS
80 36500 WAUKEE INTERCHANGE NA REBUILD GRADE AND PAVE 3000
            (27) DECATUR
35 15900 DECATUR-CLARKE-WARREN COUNTIES 83 PRESERVE PATCHING 100
69 1380 LAMONI TO OSCEOLA 39 PRESERVE RIGHT OF WAY 3
69 980 LITTLE RIVER 4.0 MILES SOUTH 59 MODERNIZE BRIDGE REHABILITATION 214
OF LEON RIGHT OF WAY 1
69 4040 ABANDONED RR & STREAM IN LEON 38 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 32005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4
            (29) DES MOINES
34 9800 EAST OF HENRY COUNTY TO 10.4 47 REBUILD PAVE 19590
MT PLEASANT AVE IN LIGHTING 434
BURLINGTON - 4-LANE TRAFFIC SIGNS 227
34 11200 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE IN 0.4 78 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 20
BURLINGTON - IOWA SHARE
            (30) DICKINSON
9 8750 0.2 MILE WEST OF IA 86 TO WEST 3.3 89 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1530
JCT US 71 IN SPIRIT LAKE
71 10060 WEST JCT IA 9 TO SPIRIT LAKE 3.3 79 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 775
            (31) DUBUQUE
20 COX SPRINGS ROAD 1.0 MILE EAST NA MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 20
OF PEOSTA - STATE SHARE
20 27900 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE IN 0.5 55 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 30
DUBUQUE - IOWA SHARE
20 27900 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE IN 0.5 55 CONSTRUCT GRADE AND PAVE 9300
DUBUQUE - IOWA SHARE BRIDGE NEW 2925
WETLAND MITIGATION 500
RIGHT OF WAY 5920
61 19100 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE IN 0.3 94 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 20
DUBUQUE - IOWA SHARE
151 5910 CASCADE BYPASS TO US 61 SOUTH 16.1 NA REBUILD EROSION CONTROL 958
OF DUBUQUE2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5
            (32) EMMET
4 2930 IN ESTHERVILLE FROM RR BRIDGE 1.6 63 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 460
TO MAPLECREST DRIVE
9 8400 IN ESTHERVILLE 2.5 83 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 1200
            (35) FRANKLIN
35 14800 WRIGHT COUNTY TO CO RD C-47 4.9 94 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 660
- SHOULDER REPAIR
            (36) FREMONT
2 8100 MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE - IOWA 80 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 8
SHARE
2 RELOCATED IA 2 - EAST SIDNEY 4.5 NA CONSTRUCT CULVERT NEW 643
BYPASS GRADE 3014
29 13100 FREMONT-MILLS-POTTAWATTAMIE 48.5 86 PRESERVE PATCHING 100
COUNTIES
            (37) GREENE
30 COOPER LAKE SITE NA PRESERVE WETLAND MITIGATION 30
RIGHT OF WAY 20
30 3870 GRAND JUNCTION TO BOONE COUNTY 4.0 51 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1000
            (38) GRUNDY
20 SOUTH BEAVER CREEK REMEDIATION NA PRESERVE WETLAND MITIGATION 15
            (40) HAMILTON
35 14700 CO RD D-25 TO WRIGHT COUNTY 3.1 94 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 420
- SHOULDER REPAIR2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6
            (43) HARRISON
30 4740 MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE AT BLAIR 74 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 15
- IOWA SHARE
30 4850 WEST OF ALLEN CREEK BRIDGE TO 1.3 47 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1400
END OF 4-LANE EAST OF I-29
37 720 DUNLAP TO SHELBY COUNTY 2.7 40 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 406
            (44) HENRY
34 3890 JEFFERSON COUNTY TO WEST OF 4.6 46 CONSTRUCT PAVE 5234
WESTWOOD & BEGINNING OF MOUNT GRADE 1408
PLEASANT BYPASS - 4-LANE TRAFFIC SIGNS 156
34 MOUNT PLEASANT BYPASS TO 5.6 NA CONSTRUCT EROSION CONTROL 888
US 218
218 6140 LEE COUNTY TO 2.9 MILES SOUTH 8.2 NA CONSTRUCT EROSION CONTROL 595
OF US 34 IN MOUNT PLEASANT
            (45) HOWARD
9 2990 US 63 TO CRESCO 9.9 83 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1975
            (47) IDA
175 1030 WOOODBURY COUNTY TO BATTLE 5.0 53 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1244
CREEK
175 2140 BATTLE CREEK TO WEST JCT US 59 5.4 31 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 18712005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7
            (48) IOWA
80 29700 POWESHIEK COUNTY TO JOHNSON 83 PRESERVE PATCHING 100
COUNTY
80 29150 4.0 MILES EAST OF VICTOR 6.0 82 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 1638
INTERCHANGE TO TO 1.0 MILE
WEST OF CO RD V-66 (EB)
151 7100 EAST JCT US 6 AT HOMESTEAD 13.0 21 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 2400
TO FAIRFAX
220 3360 MIDDLE AMANA TO US 151 AT 1.7 22 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 200
AMANA
            (49) JACKSON
52 2470 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE AT 54 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 20
SABULA - IOWA SHARE
            (50) JASPER
14 4840 IA 163 IN MONROE TO NORTH 4TH 13.2 53 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 2993
AVENUE WEST IN NEWTON GUARDRAIL 105
80 34400 INDIAN CREEK 2.5 MILES EAST OF 79 PRESERVE RIGHT OF WAY 4
IA 117
            (51) JEFFERSON
1 4770 SCL TO NCL OF FAIRFIELD 2.2 77 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 461
34 5440 WAPELLO COUNTY TO CEDAR AVENUE 2.2 98 CONSTRUCT EROSION CONTROL 275
1 MILE EAST OF BATAVIA BYPASS
34 5440 CEDAR AVENUE 1.0 MILE EAST OF 3.7 98 CONSTRUCT EROSION CONTROL 328
BATAVIA BYPASS TO FAIRFIELD
BYPASS
34 FAIRFIELD BYPASS - 4-LANE 10.7 NA CONSTRUCT WETLAND MITIGATION 500
RIGHT OF WAY 2534
34 3720 FAIRFIELD BYPASS TO HENRY 7.7 78 CONSTRUCT PAVE 5234
COUNTY - 4-LANE CULVERT NEW 484
GRADE 1957
TRAFFIC SIGNS 1562005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8
            (52) JOHNSON
1 16700 NORTH DODGE STREET IN IOWA 48 REBUILD GRADE AND PAVE 6216
CITY - STATE SHARE
6 31000 IMPROVEMENTS IN CORALVILLE NA MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 1000
80 47100 WEST OF I-380 INTERCHANGE IN 7.3 26 PRESERVE PATCHING 300
CORALVILLE TO EAST OF IA 1
IN IOWA CITY
380 29900 I-80 TO US 218 IN WATERLOO 81 PRESERVE PATCHING 300
923 570 OLD MAN CREEK 0.5 MILE SOUTH 0.6 26 REBUILD BRIDGE REPLACEMENT 800
OF HILLS
            (53) JONES
151 8200 MONTICELLO BYPASS 5.0 NA REBUILD EROSION CONTROL 418
            (55) KOSSUTH
169 2900 US 169 AND IA 15 AT VARIOUS 69 PRESERVE CULVERT EXTENSION 200
LOCATIONS SLOPE IMPROVEMENT 480
RIGHT OF WAY 20
            (56) LEE
16 1640 EAST JCT US 218 TO CO RD 13.6 79 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 2008
X-32 CULVERT EXTENSION 254
SUBDRAINS 180
136 13700 MISSISSIPPI RIVER & RR BRIDGE 79 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 30
IN KEOKUK - IOWA SHARE
218 5240 NORTH OF DONNELLSON TO HENRY 9.6 39 CONSTRUCT PAVE 6700
COUNTY - 4-LANE TRAFFIC SIGNS 133
394 2260 MISSOURI STATE LINE TO NORTH 12.5 46 CONSTRUCT GRADE AND PAVE 6378
OF DONNELLSON  - 4-LANE LIGHTING 55
TRAFFIC SIGNS 552005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
9
            (57) LINN
30 EDGEWOOD ROAD IN CEDAR RAPIDS NA MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 175
- STATE SHARE
30 INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS AT NA MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 355
KIRKWOOD ROAD IN CEDAR RAPIDS
- STATE SHARE
380 23500 2.0 MILES NORTH OF CO RD E-34 6.9 96 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 3800
TO 4.0 MILES SOUTH OF URBANA
922 15100 IN CEDAR RAPIDS FROM CEDAR 0.3 69 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 400
RIVER TO 5TH ST SE - STATE
SHARE
            (61) MADISON
80 23800 ADAIR COUNTY TO DALLAS COUNTY 2.0 79 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 573
(EB)
            (62) MAHASKA
63 EDDYVILLE BYPASS 3.2 NA CONSTRUCT EROSION CONTROL 349
            (63) MARION
5 5710 PLEASANTVILLE TO WARREN COUNTY 3.6 16 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 405
- AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS
            (64) MARSHALL
30 11930 3.0 MILES WEST OF LE GRAND TO 4.3 NA REBUILD EROSION CONTROL 834
TAMA COUNTY
330 CO RD F-17 TO 1.5 MILES NE 12.5 NA PRESERVE WETLAND MITIGATION 75
OF MARSHALL COUNTY
330 UP RR SOUTH OF ALBION 12.5 NA PRESERVE WETLAND MITIGATION 25
330 3630 0.9 MILE NORTH OF US 30 TO 1.8 6.6 35 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1460
MILES NORTH OF CO RD E-29 CULVERT REPLACEMENT 17
RIGHT OF WAY 32005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
10
            (65) MILLS
34 7790 EAST OF I-29 TO END OF 4-LANE 9.8 95 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 4000
SECTION 2.2 MILES EAST OF
GLENWOOD (EB & WB)
34 4720 END OF 4-LANE SECTION 2.2 8.4 95 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1900
MILES EAST OF GLENWOOD TO
HASTINGS
            (67) MONONA
29 13900 MONONA AND WOODBURY COUNTIES 95 PRESERVE PATCHING 350
175 2690 4TH ST IN ONAWA TO TURIN 6.4 39 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 500
183 690 SOLDIER RIVER OVERFLOW 0.6 62 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 12
MILE NORTH OF HARRISON COUNTY
            (69) MONTGOMERY
71 940 WEST NODAWAY RIVER IN GRANT 93 PRESERVE BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY 286
            (70) MUSCATINE
70 3310 GOSHEN DITCH 1.9 MILES SOUTH 50 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 5
OF WEST LIBERTY
92 4210 MISSISSIPPI RIVER & RR BRIDGE 62 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 25
IN MUSCATINE - IOWA SHARE
            (71) O BRIEN
60 SHELDON BYPASS - SOUTH OF 9.8 NA CONSTRUCT BRIDGE NEW 6280
SHELDON TO 0.9 MILE NORTH
OF OSCEOLA COUNTY - 4-LANE2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11
            (72) OSCEOLA
60 3880 0.9 MILE NORTH OF O BRIEN 8.6 58 CONSTRUCT PAVE 9930
COUNTY TO 190TH STREET - ADD TRAFFIC SIGNS 40
2-LANE AND ASHTON BYPASS
60 3280 190TH STREET TO MINNESOTA 11.1 53 CONSTRUCT RIGHT OF WAY 3450
STATE LINE - ADD 2-LANE AND
INCLUDES SIBLEY BYPASS
            (75) PLYMOUTH





RIGHT OF WAY 1400
60 4070 LE MARS BYPASS TO SIOUX COUNTY 5.5 31 CONSTRUCT PAVE 7103
- ADD 2-LANE AND SENEY BYPASS LIGHTING 79
TRAFFIC SIGNALS 99
TRAFFIC SIGNS 27
            (77) POLK
35 31900 POLK, STORY & HAMILTON COUNTIES 86 PRESERVE PATCHING 750
65 SE DES MOINES - FLOOD STORAGE NA PRESERVE GRADE 800
MITIGATION SITE
80 36900 POLK, JASPER AND POWESHIEK 83 PRESERVE PATCHING 100
COUNTIES
80 36900 1ST ST INTERCHANGE AT ALTOONA NA REBUILD GRADE AND PAVE 1900
RIGHT OF WAY 11002005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
12
            (77) POLK
141 INTERSECTION MODIFICATION IN NA MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 1576
GRIMES AT 54TH AVE TRAFFIC SIGNALS 131
RIGHT OF WAY 275
141 18300 BEAVER CREEK 2.6 MILES NORTH 49 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 4
OF IA 44 (SB)
141 18300 LITTLE BEAVER CREEK 1.3 MILES 49 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 4
NORTH OF IA 44 (NB)
235 113200 WEST I-35/I-80 INTERCHANGE TO 14.3 53 REBUILD GRADE AND PAVE 84255
EAST I-35/I-80 INTERCHANGE BRIDGE REPLACEMENT 37319
            (78) POTTAWATTAMIE
80 73800 MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE IN 78 PRESERVE BRIDGE PAINTING 806
COUNCIL BLUFFS - IOWA SHARE MISCELLANEOUS 17
80 REST AREA 1.0 MILE NORTH OF NA MODERNIZE REST AREA IMPROVEMENT 500
CO RD G-30 NEAR UNDERWOOD
80 19300 WEST OF CO RD M-16 TO WEST 4.2 93 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 5300
OF US 59 (WB)
183 4020 CRESCENT CREEK IN CRESCENT 89 REBUILD CULVERT REPLACEMENT 347
275 7490 MISSOURI RIVER & RR BRIDGE IN 43 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 100
COUNCIL BLUFFS - IOWA SHARE
275 7490 MISSOURI RIVER & RR BRIDGE IN 43 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 7
COUNCIL BLUFFS - IOWA SHARE
480 54870 MISSOURI RIVER & RR BRIDGE IN 66 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 7
COUNCIL BLUFFS - IOWA SHARE2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
13
            (78) POTTAWATTAMIE
680 18900 MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE AND CITY 81 PRESERVE BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY 276
STREET 3.1 MILES WEST OF I-29 MISCELLANEOUS 7
INTERCHANGE - IOWA SHARE (WB)
680 18900 MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE AND CITY 49 PRESERVE BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY 244
STREET 3.1 MILES WEST OF I-29 MISCELLANEOUS 7
INTERCHANGE -IOWA SHARE (EB)
            (79) POWESHIEK
146 2350 BEAR CREEK 0.5 MILE SOUTH 43 REBUILD BRIDGE REPLACEMENT 557
OF CO RD F-17
            (82) SCOTT
61 19800 I-80 TO CLINTON COUNTY 11.7 68 PRESERVE PAVEMENT PLANING 3769
74 38900 I-74/I-80/I-280 PATCHING IN 55 PRESERVE PATCHING 400
DAVENPORT & BETTENDORF
74 78900 MISSISSIPPI RIVER-RR & US 67 42 PRESERVE BRIDGE REHABILITATION 300
BRIDGE IN BETTENDORF - IOWA MISCELLANEOUS 25
BOUND (NB) - IOWA SHARE
74 78900 MISSISSIPPI RIVER-RR & US 67 61 PRESERVE BRIDGE REHABILITATION 300
BRIDGE IN BETTENDORF-ILLINOIS MISCELLANEOUS 25
BOUND (SB) - IOWA SHARE
80 20600 2.7 MILES EAST OF MIDDLE ROAD 6.3 80 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 4800
INTERCHANGE TO MISSISSIPPI
RIVER (EB & WB)
80 32700 MISSISSIPPI RIVER & RR BRIDGE 72 PRESERVE BRIDGE REHABILITATION 100
IN LE CLAIRE - IOWA SHARE MISCELLANEOUS 25
280 22700 MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE 72 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 20
IN DAVENPORT - IOWA SHARE2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
14
            (83) SHELBY
37 610 HARRISON COUNTY TO EARLING 9.0 47 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 1475
            (84) SIOUX
60 3530 PLYMOUTH COUNTY TO 2.0 MILES 5.4 39 CONSTRUCT PAVE 6854
SOUTH OF ALTON - ADD 2-LANE TRAFFIC SIGNS 27
AND CARNES BYPASS
60 ALTON BYPASS - 2.0 MILES SOUTH 5.3 NA CONSTRUCT EROSION CONTROL 810
TO 1.0 MILE NORTH OF ALTON
60 4240 1.0 MILE NORTH OF ALTON TO 12.9 47 CONSTRUCT PAVE 19649
SOUTH OF SHELDON - ADD 2 LANE TRAFFIC SIGNS 99
AND HOSPERS BYPASS
75 INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS AT NA MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 330
7TH ST NORTH AND 9TH ST SOUTH
IN SIOUX CENTER - STATE SHARE
            (85) STORY
STATEWIDE SAFETY PROJECTS NA MODERNIZE PAVE 3000
69 21800 SQUAW CREEK IN AMES 34 MODERNIZE BRIDGE WIDENING 1638
            (86) TAMA
30 9100 MARSHALL COUNTY TO 1.7 MILES 4.7 17 REBUILD PAVE 3971
EAST OF CO RD T-47 - 4-LANE BRIDGE NEW 1435
BRIDGE REMOVAL 249
TRAFFIC SIGNS 50
30 TAMA BYPASS - 1.7 MILES EAST 7.5 NA REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 500
OF CO RD T-47 TO 1.0 MILE EAST
OF TAMA - 4-LANE2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
15
            (88) UNION
34 3480 WEST JCT US 169 IN AFTON TO 9.2 43 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 1681
THAYER
            (89) VAN BUREN
1 2380 IA 2 TO BIRMINGHAM 14.3 64 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB 3738
BRIDGE APPROACH REPAIR 106
CULVERT EXTENSION 18
1 3200 DES MOINES RIVER IN KEOSAUQUA 15 REBUILD RIGHT OF WAY 13
            (90) WAPELLO
34 9260 110TH STREET IN OTTUMWA TO OLD 2.2 87 CONSTRUCT PAVE 1674
AGENCY ROAD - 4-LANE
34 AGENCY BYPASS - OLD AGENCY 6.3 NA CONSTRUCT CULVERT NEW 1442
ROAD TO 1.0 MILE EAST OF GRADE 6406
IA 16 - 4-LANE RIGHT OF WAY 1540
34 6960 1.0 MILE EAST OF IA 16 TO 2.0 59 CONSTRUCT EROSION CONTROL 174
JEFFERSON COUNTY
63 25500 WAPELLO STREET VIADUCT IN 30 MODERNIZE BRIDGE REHABILITATION 100
OTTUMWA
63 NE OTTUMWA BYPASS FROM IA 149 6.8 NA CONSTRUCT BRIDGE NEW 2842
TO 110TH STREET IN OTTUMWA - CULVERT NEW 1059
4-LANE GRADE 21604
137 4530 COUNTY ROAD T-61 TO EDDYVILLE 1.2 24 CONSTRUCT WETLAND MITIGATION 100
BYPASS2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
16
            (91) WARREN
5 6540 MARION COUNTY TO NORTH OF 7.3 93 MODERNIZE PAVEMENT REHAB/WIDEN 350
HARTFORD AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS
65 18800 SOUTH OF CO RD G-36 TO IA 5 8.7 83 MODERNIZE PAVE 1963
INTERCHANGE
            (94) WEBSTER
20 3480 CALHOUN COUNTY TO MOORLAND 6.5 49 CONSTRUCT RIGHT OF WAY 500
20 1780 MOORLAND TO US 169 - ADD 6.7 49 CONSTRUCT PAVE 2829
2-LANE TRAFFIC SIGNS 15
            (97) WOODBURY
12 26500 GORDON DRIVE VIADUCT IN SIOUX 30 MODERNIZE BRIDGE REHABILITATION 358
CITY
20 10400 IN SIOUX CITY FROM I-29 TO 4.2 13 PRESERVE GUARDRAIL 550
IA 12 (GORDON DRIVE)
20 3580 END OF 4-LANE EAST OF SIOUX 11.8 43 PRESERVE PATCHING 270
CITY TO IA 31 SUBDRAINS 100
29 STATEWIDE TOWER LIGHT REPAIRS NA PRESERVE LIGHTING 750
29 15700 SERGEANT BLUFF TO US 20 IN 2.9 46 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 1400
SIOUX CITY (NB & SB)
29 29800 HAMILTON BLVD INTERCHANGE 62 MODERNIZE GRADE AND PAVE 1000
- STATE SHARE
77 30000 MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE IN SIOUX 84 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 24
CITY - IOWA SHARE
129 19300 MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE IN SIOUX 72 PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 32
CITY - IOWA SHARE2005 IOWA HIGHWAY PROGRAM
TYPE ESTIMATED
WORK OF COSTS
ROUTE ADT LOCATION MILES RATING CLASS WORK X $1000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NA=NOT APPLICABLE Page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
17
            (99) WRIGHT
35 15700 HAMILTON COUNTY TO FRANKLIN 7.0 94 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 920
COUNTY - SHOULDER REPAIR
35 15900 WRIGHT COUNTY TO WORTH COUNTY 93 PRESERVE PATCHING 400
69 2250 EAST JCT IA 3 TO BELMOND - 8.2 56 PRESERVE PAVEMENT REHAB 1062
STATE SHARE
                 STATEWIDE
STATEWIDE RAILROAD CROSSINGS NA PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 1000
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRAINING NA PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 500
PROGRAM
STATEWIDE CONSULTANT SERVICES NA CONSTRUCT OUTSIDE SERV. ENGINEER 35000
STATEWIDE CONTRACT MAINTENANCE NA PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 16000
STATEWIDE ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENT NA PRESERVE LANDSCAPING 6000
CORRIDOR PRESERVATION NA PRESERVE CORRIDOR PRESERVATION 1400
SCENIC BYWAY PROGRAM NA PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 250
EMERGENCY & CONTINGENCY - NA PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 6000
U-STEP/C-STEP/TJ RESERVE
COOPERATIVE CITY/COUNTY/STATE NA PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 1500
HIGHWAY RESEARCH
STATEWIDE TRAFFIC CONTROL NA MODERNIZE TRAFFIC SIGNS 2000
DEVICES
PILOT PROGRAM & PREVOCATIONAL NA PRESERVE MISCELLANEOUS 200
TRAINING